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Dear Attendees: Thank you for attending our sessions today.  Each conference session lasts 25 minutes, with 
approximately 15 minutes allotted for presentations and 10 minutes for question/answer periods with the audience.   
Sessions will conclude no less than 5 minutes before the next scheduled session.  For our guests and participants, 
refreshments are served in the venue throughout the day.  Please turn off cell phones, and please stay in a session 
you are attending until it is complete.   
 
The goals for each session are for students to show the audience key aspects of their curriculum projects, both in 
terms of content and process included therein, and to model/comment on the collaborative leadership exercised to 
accomplish their work together as colleagues.  The project specifications vary across classes; key similarities across 
the sections, however, are commitments to collaborative work and to multicultural, interdisciplinary, democratic, 
and social justice themes.  Also, we hope that the day offers all student participants the opportunity to learn from 
colleagues and peers, to share new ideas, and to support the intellectual and practical work of colleagues in public.  
This is a significant professional commitment teacher leaders make and model throughout their careers. 
 
Special thanks go out to EDT 252 instructor Kim Wachenheim, who teaches with Sue Bartow in the EDL 318M/EDT 
252M block for middle childhood majors and who secured funds from EDT for the event today.   Many thanks to 
EDL Chair Kate Rousmaniere, who provided leadership and funding support for the event.  Shriver staff members, 
especially Thyra Sens and Gail King, always make sure that we have what we need in the venue.  Thanks to them 
and all staff members helping out in the Shriver Center.  And to all faculty members who attend today, thank you for 
showing your support for students and for acknowledging their strong intellectual and social growth as pre-service 
teachers.    
 
Thank You, Sue Bartow, Kevin Talbert, Monique Cherry-McDaniel, Leigh Ann Fish, Bonnie McGinnis, 
Kim Haverkos, & Tom Poetter 
 
 
8:30am HER-A Recycling the Reputation: Encouraging Engagement (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
This presentation aims to break the stereotypical image of the classroom as an assembly line of apathetic students by 
transforming it into a hub of lifetime learners and engaged members of their communities.  We will present a 
practical example of involving students with outside learning experiences that will prepare them to be active citizens. 
By Zack Hornberger, Molly Miles, Eryne Muncy, Megan Oberdoerster, Catherine Ubry 
 
8:30am HER-B   Changes for Children: ELL Students  (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
ELL students are an ever-increasing percentage of the student population in the United States and the current 
teaching practices fail to acknowledge and adapt to these changes.  These children are a major part of the future of 
the United States and we, as teachers, cannot afford to fail at educating them.  Our project will address current 
“inclusion” plans and offer adaptations to help them reflect ideas of multicultural education and better appeal to 
ELLs. We will present helpful resources for teachers and tips to involve parents and community members, because 
they play the most crucial role in the success of these children. Our goal is to offer suggestions and changes to the 
current education system that will be beneficial to the learning and cultural acceptance of CLD (culturally and 
linguistically diverse)/ELL students. 
By Alex Duell, Brock Bowers, Carly Turk, Katey Tollett 
 
8:30am HER-C   The Solution: Fighting Childhood Obesity with Increased Participation in Sports (B. McGinnis) 
A lack of participation in high school sports and an increase in unhealthy lifestyles and food options has led to a 
growth in obesity rates.  To assist in working against childhood and adolescent obesity, this project explores a 
variety of informational events for increased participation in sports and opportunities for making healthier lifestyle 
choices. 
By Andrew Peterson, Cameron Cloyd, Jessica Simpson, Lydia Smith 
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9:05am HER-A Travel Around, Diversity Bound  (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
Incorporate the four main subjects (math, science, social studies, language arts) of curriculum into one unit on 
diversity. Allow your students to experience other cultures while traveling around the world without leaving the 
classroom. Students will work collaboratively to present a final group project based on a unique country of choice. 
By Annie Brown, Anna Humeniuk, Kerry McGovern, Chelsea Paul, and Molly Sakamoto 
 
9:05am HER-B  Disparities in Discipline (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
Our project will explore issues related to inequalities in school discipline.  We will begin by researching 
discrepancies between the disciplinary treatment of the following groups: gender, disabilities, race, and 
socioeconomic status.  We will seek to describe noted inequalities, discuss their causes and describe possible 
solutions. 
By Leslee Brandon, Mary Getschmann, Kaely Phillips, Jenn Scheiderer 
 
9:05am HER-C Miami University’s View of Teachers  (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
The business school and the school of education portray themselves differently, but how?  We are going to present a 
parody video about education majors and business majors. This parody exposes the perceptions of different majors 
on education and the difficulties of a pre-service teacher  
By Adam Jones, Allison Kolish, Bethani Scott, Lindsay Garriga, Sarah Morycz 
 
9:40am HER-A   Different Student, Different Needs (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
As a group of pre-service teachers, we believe it is incredibly important for all students to receive 
individualized and differentiated instruction that fits their unique needs. The purpose of this presentation is to 
provide practical resources and skills to general education teachers and show them how they can meet the needs of 
the unique students in their classroom and become advocates for their students.  
By Natalie Wagner, Katelyn Burke, Allie Knuepfer, and Maria Troutman 
 
9:40am HER- B Niceness is Priceless (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
A commonly occurring problem and concern in PK-12 education is bullying. We are going to focus on cyber-
bullying by adolescents and three different programs that can be implemented in schools to prevent cyber-bullying. 
The three programs we are going to use are “Take 5!”, “What’s Your Story?”, and “Challenge Day.” 
By Jamie Clendenen, Katie DePew, Emma Faucher, Jessica Saponaro, Julia Saran 
 
9:40am HER-C  Where Have All the Teachers Gone!  (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
By the end of their first three years of teaching, new teachers leave the profession at an alarming rate. Our group will 
focus on the prolific problem of teacher attrition rates across the country.  We will research and discuss the reasons 
for the high attrition rate, and consider ways that other teachers, administrators and parents can work together to 
mitigate the problem. 
By Michelle McClintock, Caitlin Roney, Abryney Steele, Nicholas Laroche, David Smith 
 
10:15am HER-A   The Journey to Your Future Begins Today... (Sue Bartow) 
Imagine a school where career and self-discovery come together to create a one of a kind curriculum. Our 
classrooms are unique in the sense of single sex classrooms to allow for more individual growth. Now picture the 
community, schools, and family coming together to help build this solid foundation.  
By Amelia Alexander, Erica Denham, Erin Murphy, Kaleigh Lambert, and Kelly Paulenich 
 
10:15am HER-B   Beane, Beane, Good for the Heart . . . of Education (Sue Bartow) 
James Beane argues that curriculum should start with students: their interests, concerns, beliefs, etc. We agree, and 
have structured a school based on a model of integrated curriculum. We demonstrate one way to construct a school 
year around the student question: “Why can’t we live in a perfect world?” including explicit standards-based lessons 
that apply academic knowledge in pursuit of an answer to this guiding question.  
By Anna Hartman, Graham Beckley, Jessica Stubbs, Lauren DeJute, Nick Andrews  
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10:15am HER-C Rethinking Parent Involvement in Athletics (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our frustration with what we initially perceived as parental over-involvement in athletics led to our exploration of 
multiple perspectives surrounding such a dynamic issue. Acting out on our research and personal experience, we 
developed a weekend retreat concept that enables parents, coaches, and athletes to spend time together, get to know 
each other, and work toward developing trust and community in a democratic space.  
By Justin Beck, Nikki Craft, Tom Goodrich, and Kayla Scott 
 
10:50am HER-A   Justifying Merit Pay (Kevin Talbert) 
We will determine and present a more justifiable way to pay teachers individually based on their quality. We will 
create a multiple-dimensional plan to evaluate and reward teachers based on more than student performance.  
By Sam Michael Clark, Samuel Engel, Courtney Lynch, Cassandra K. Patrick, Morgan Roach 
 
10:50am HER-B   The Morality of Sexual Education (Bonnie McGinnis) 
In society today, there is a greater amount of emphasis upon the sexuality of teenagers, therefore increasing the 
importance of sexual education in public and private educational institutions. By creating a sexual education class 
within our school district, we decrease the rate of students in our schools who experience pregnancy, sexually 
transmitted infections, and physical or emotional distress. Through a comprehensive program that supports safe sex 
rather than abstinence, our students will learn information that they are not given at home in our conservative 
communities, building a foundation for being sexually healthy and allowing them to make informed decisions based 
on their own beliefs. 
By Morgan Hazlett, Zac Jansheski, and Caitlin Moran 
 
10:50am HER-C Houston We Have a Problem (Sue Bartow) 
Our project focuses on the development of a school designed to educate students in a creative and exploratory way. 
Our curriculum is centered on the ideas of space and its exploration. Through this we are able to meet both state 
standards and students interests by using integrated and creative classes.    
By Corbin Smith, Cody Burtrum, Brittney Alcorn, Kaitlyn Ireland  
 
11:25am HER-A Recognizing Hidden Issues in the Classroom (Bonnie McGinnis) 
Educators must be aware of the importance of recognizing and identifying emotional and/or behavioral problems 
demonstrated in the classroom by students in grades K – 12. Establishing an interactive resource for educators will 
help tackle and improve the lack of awareness.  The resource will include current literature on emotional and/or 
behavioral problems present amongst school aged students; the importance of recognizing and identifying these 
issues; and ways for educators to provide meaningful support to his/her students. By utilizing this resource educators 
will gain the confidence and skills appropriate for addressing and/or recognizing emotional and/or behavioral issues 
within the classroom. Educators will be one step closer to becoming a competent and influential teacher leader, as 
well as having the ability to improve the lives of their students.   
By Jordan Goffena, Katey Parks and Elizabeth Pegg 
 
11:25am HER-B Rethinking Card Flipping (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our strong personal feelings about the social and emotional impact of so-called “positive” behavior supports such as 
card-flipping, which are often based on an industrial model of emphasizing compliant behavior in a very public way, 
led to our exploration of other strategies. We will present alternatives in an online blog that incorporate greater 
concern for the growth and well being of individuals within a democratic community.  
By Kelli Axner, Caitlin Brandenburg, Lindsay Clark, Alex Field, Kelsey Plovic, Brittany Rodgers, and Rebecca 
Talda  
 
11:25am HER-C Rethinking Arts Taking the Backseat (Leigh Ann Fish) 
In an effort to address the lack of appreciation for the arts in education we were inspired to explore the role and 
value of the arts in an educational setting through expanding the conversation. We will present a collection of 
interviews of those who are in support of the arts along with those who are not. We will also provide resources of art 
and theatrical opportunities to students of nearby school districts to broaden the views of the importance of art 
education.  
By Kelsey Chun, Lizzie Graham, Bridget Oliver, Marissa Schlueter, and Miles Wagers 
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12:00pm HER-A  Stand-Up Against Cyber Bullying (Tom Poetter) 
Our project focuses on implementing a school-wide advisory program for students that will allow them to develop a 
way to help eradicate cyber-bullying throughout the school. This program will include proper ways to deal with the 
effects of cyber-bullying, how to recognize its many different forms, and the best ways to implement a peer support 
system that is both private and meaningful. Through the hard work and continued support of the educational staff 
and administrators, this program will provide students with an opportunity to make a difference in the recurrence of 
cyber-bullying and its devastating consequences. 
By Allie Walsh, Jackie Ziegler, Jake Strauss, Troy Phillippe 
 
12:00pm HER-B  The Cooperative Classroom: Bring in the Technology! (Tom Poetter) 
Come learn about how using modern technology such as Youtube, SmartPhones, Google Docs, Skype, Facebook, 
Twitter, etc. creates well-rounded students in group-work environments.  This presentation will highlight ideas for 
using modern technologies to enhance group work inside and outside the classroom.  This type of group work is 
revolutionary; it is more accessible, allows projects to be worked on more frequently, and students would be enabled 
to hear more perspectives which would aid in their development into a well-rounded citizen. 
By Joe Muhlberg, Julia Trapp, Cody Owen, Hannah Rust 
 
12:35pm HER-A Rethinking Bullying (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our frustration with bullying in schools led to our exploration of the hidden aspects of unwanted, aggressive 
behavior. We will discuss an overview of current attempts by the U.S. government, the Australian government, and 
other organizations to solve this problem and offer our perspectives on how to address this issue in schools.  
By Sarah Hyatt and Kim Schmitt 
 
12:35pm HER-B  The Game of Life (Sue Bartow) 
In order to develop a healthy lifestyle, the game of life has to be played. During this unit middle school students will 
investigate some of the social, physical, cultural, emotional, and intellectual obstacles they could encounter while 
playing this game. The teachers will take on the role of the game makers to guide students along their paths to 
discovery. May the odds be ever in their favor.  
By Patty Baker, Reilly Feldmann, Liz Jennings, and Jordan Long  
 
1:10pm HER-A Going Against the Grain! (Sue Bartow) 
Our project will focus on how teachers can be involved in a student’s educational life at school but also by 
supporting them in the community through their extra-curricular activities and diving into the environment they 
experience. We believe that through empowerment and community involvement we can push ourselves and our 
students toward using what we learn in the classroom to change our own lives. In “Going Against the Grain” both 
teachers and students expand traditional curricula to include not only societal expectations but also students and 
community needs and concerns in their work on Changing Myself, Changing My World.  
By Taylor Deters, Cory Klenke, David Lenz, and Rachel Sefcik 
 
1:10pm HER-B  Creating a Green Space (Kimberly Haverkos) 
In Over-the-Rhine, there is very little green space for children to play in and very few community members to 
simply sit and hang out with them. There is a large park in Over-the-Rhine; however, it is not necessarily a place all 
children can go whenever they want. Green spaces are necessary as they are spread out in various parts of the 
community and can be easily accessed by the neighborhood’s community. Our goal is to have students organize and 
plan the revamping of a vacant overgrown lot into a nature friendly environment—what we call a Green Space. 
Student leadership is integrated into this project through their initiative in researching local companies and 
organizations to sponsor them, as well as taking initiative in making the project publicly accessible to the 
community 
By Alyssa Elliott, Erik Faulhauber, Kealey Johnston, and Jacob Reece 
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1:10pm HER-C The Puzzling World of Prejudice  (Kimberly Haverkos) 
We will be focusing on building knowledge around issues of social justice and leadership for grade 3. We will be 
choosing 5 diverse leaders in the social justice movement that the students will be researching. Our claim is that 
leaders can be versatile and diverse – there is no one mold for a leader. Our goal is to have the students solve a 
puzzle together. They will each start off with an individual piece that they will write/decorate with their personal 
leadership qualities. What does being a leader mean to them? Then, the puzzle pieces will be connected to show that 
every type of leader is important to the general community. There is no one mold for a leader.  
By Maeve Andrews, Katherine Droney, Emily Dumbler, and Kimberly Purdy 
 
1:45pm HER-A   Fact or Fiction? Exploring SES Through The Hunger Games (Tom Poetter) 
Socioeconomic status has recently become a more prevalent issue due to the rising gap between social classes.  Our 
curriculum project aims to break down the stereotypes associated with socioeconomic status.  We will use examples 
from the media/popular culture, specifically Suzanne Collins’ novel, The Hunger Games, as the center of our 
curriculum to explore the conceptions involving socioeconomic status.  Through discussion, students will gain an 
understanding of how this topic affects their future. 
By Gary Koogle, Rachel Palmer, and Alli Tevyaw 
 
1:45pm HER-B Exploring in all Directions (Sue Bartow) 
Based on James Beane’s definition of a democratic school, our goal is to create a school in which students have 
more ownership of their learning. Professionals in the school will not only be collaborating with members of the 
community, but also with the students themselves to create an open environment that allows the students to develop 
their own learning through the central organizing theme of “Exploration.”  
By Wes Luckett, Sarah Provolish, Zac Murphy, Michael West 
 
1:45pm HER-C Enhancing the Future of Over-the-Rhine (Kimberly Haverkos) 
Over-the-Rhine is a controversial community that many try to “fix” or “help.” Our goal is to enhance the aspects, 
members, and talents hidden in Over-the-Rhine to create a sustainable future for the community members and the 
environment. Our casting vision for the future of Over-the-Rhine is to educate community members, specifically 
adolescent young adults, on how to live sustainably to help create an economically stable environment. We will be 
focusing on what we feel are the five essential necessities of sustainable living: food, employment, housing, health, 
and relations. With the goal of improving access to these necessities, we hope to promote sustainable living in all 
areas of life in Over-the-Rhine. 
By Cortney Calvelage, Brittany Hunley, Emma Lenz, Alexandra Matt, and Kylie Smith 
 
2:20pm HER-A   Coping with stress in schools (Kevin Talbert) 
Our project is aimed at addressing stressors that may present themselves in the elementary school setting. Through 
our project we attempt to uncover the major factors of stress; we as future teacher leaders will find ways to help 
students cope with stress through creating a more comfortable and conducive learning environment.  
By Megan Plichta, Caroline Miller, Josh O’Dell, Katie Siragusa, Emily Bartholomew 
 
2:20pm HER-B  B.U.L.L.Y.  Building Unity to Love and Learn for Yourself (Kevin Talbert) 
Our project is about helping students advocate when they are bullied or see others being bullied. We will empower 
children by focusing on their different interpretations of bullying and help them take control of circumstances when 
bullying occurs.  
By Christina E. Zaffiro, Lindsey F. Faucher, Sean M. Steele, Samantha K. Johnston 
 
2:20pm HER-C Valuing the Aesthetic in K-12: Enhancing Intellectual and Emotional Well-being in Schools (Kevin 
Talbert) 
Our project is about the personal (intrinsic) value and cross-curricular benefits of teaching the arts in schools. We 
will discuss how learning more about aesthetics through the arts helps to give deeper meaning to other subjects. 
By Reina Dickey, Rachel Nelson, Madeline Power, Sarah Tyler, Ben Weaver 
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2:55pm HER-A Rethinking Global Perspective (Leigh Ann Fish) 
We reflect on why Americans know so little about the nature of education in other countries and what that says 
about our attitudes, values, and beliefs. We will present multiple perspectives of how other countries view the 
purpose of education and will speculate as to whether or not these views affect their international rankings.  
By Natalie Christopher, Kerstin Kelty, and Kate Medas 
 
 3:30pm HER-A Education Through the Ages (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
A dramatic look at the portrayal of teachers in modern society, this epic journey through time challenges the 
stereotypical view of a teacher as one who radically changes the life of every student or one who is completely 
ineffective. Not every teacher is a life changer, but every teacher changes lives.  
By Sam Baird, Jeff Bennett, Steven Davis, Abby Schneider, Steve Spisak, Kelly Untch 
 
3:30pm HER-B   A New Adventure for Cincinnati Public Students (Bonnie McGinnis)  
We believe our new Outdoor Adventure Club in the Cincinnati Public School district will provide students of lower 
SES with beneficial learning, leadership, and social experiences. Our program will allow students to participate in 
activities such as, hiking, biking, rock climbing, swimming and other physical pursuits. Thanks to the contribution 
of grants and Miami University employees at the Outdoor Pursuit Center, this program will give all students the 
opportunity to explore the great outdoors and strengthen school communities.  
By Andrew McSwain, Emily Williams, Caroline Millard 
 
3:30pm HER-C Rethinking Student Motivation (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our frustration with school structures and practices that cause many students to lose motivation by the time they 
enter high school led to our exploration of what we can do to combat this as new teachers. Out of our realization that 
teachers must model love of learning, must make curriculum relevant to students’ lives, and must build trusting 
classroom communities, we developed first-year survival kits for beginning teachers to address these needs and 
ultimately increase student motivation.  
By Clair Christofersen, Allison Fitz, Emori Grossman, and Maurica Peoples 
 
4:05pm HER-A Rethinking Merit Pay (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our contempt for unjust merit pay systems caused us to consider multiple perspectives (who is being left out?) and 
led to a way to critique various systems. We will present a rubric that evaluates the fairness of merit pay systems for 
all teachers, regardless of class compositions or subject areas. 
By Doug Allen, Jake Ohnmeis, Devon Rollbuhler, and Terra White 
 
4:05pm HER-B   Rethinking Multicultural Education (Leigh Ann Fish) 
In an effort to address a lack of discussions about diversity in the Early Childhood classroom, our group has 
developed three multicultural kits to enhance and integrate cultural competency in grades K-1. These kits can be 
used in our personal and other classrooms and should be integrated throughout the school year. 
By Emma Barnaclo, Casey Donathan, and Sarah Kipp 
 
4:05pm HER-C   Rethinking Democracy (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our frustration with undemocratic practices in schools led us to create awareness for and inform people about 
democratic education through social media, specifically through a Facebook Organization Page. We will speak 
about the outcome of our action project as well as discuss our individual experiences and perspectives throughout. 
By Carrie Cramer, Doug Miller, and Jake Schooler 
 
4:40pm HER-A  Garden of Hope (Bonnie McGinnis) 
In our community, obesity levels have reached an all time high especially in school-aged children. Located in an 
urban food desert, the community members struggle to find cheap options for food other than fast food and 
packaged meals and thus do not eat healthy, fresh produce.  In an effort to combat this issue, we are going to create a 
community food garden at our school for members of the community to share so that they might learn about healthy 
eating and exercise habits.  Through our community garden, we hope to provide a resource for families to come 
together and support each other to live a healthier lifestyle while providing a form of economic relief in this low 
socioeconomic status area.  
By Hannah Griebner, Tricia Kelley, Jenny Simms, Rachel Roman 
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4:40pm HER-B Rethinking Athletics (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our annoyance for what we perceived as student-athlete preferential treatment led to further discussions about the 
democratic qualities that athletics have the potential to have. By taking into account the different perspectives within 
athletics, we have created a petition to raise awareness of ways in which athletics can work to promote democratic 
dispositions and to combat the cuts of athletic programs in districts nationwide. 
By Emily Adams, Marie Argo, Emily Cormier, Zach Dine, David Shook 
 
4:40pm HER-C Rethinking Negative Perceptions of Teachers (Leigh Ann Fish) 
Our frustration with friends, family, and the general public having less than favorable views of the teaching 
profession led to our examination of teacher morale and self efficacy. We will discuss our findings through the 
exploration of various forms of media.  
By Grace Arnett and Anne Meuser 
 
5:15pm HER-A   A Safe School: Giving Violence No Place in Education.  (Tom Poetter) 
Violence has become more prevalent in schools over the past decades.  Our curriculum is focused on preventing 
violence, addressing it when it does occur, and recovering from it in the educational system.  
By Gengyi Ye, Alex Port, Ryan Morgan, and Megan Koehler 
 
5:15pm HER-B  Bicultural Parents: Getting Involved in the Classroom (Monique Cherry-McDaniel) 
This presentation will explore the concept of engaging bicultural parents in the educational environment. The 
audience will have the opportunity to look at case studies to help expand their 
knowledge on how to handle parental involvement in their classroom. 
By Jenn Barmen, Rhea Buttelwerth, Molly Halligan, Derek Hull, Katie Hurley, Amanda Meeks 
 
5:15pm HER-C   Whitewater Valley Elementary Recycling Project (Kimberly Haverkos) 
Whitewater Elementary lies in both a rural area and an area of extreme poverty. In many of the neighborhoods, there 
is trash lying everywhere. Education for the community about the problems associated with trash throughout the 
neighborhoods is often difficult due to lack of time, financial issues, and other stressors. Our goal is to get the 
students interested in their own communities through learning and experiencing recycling, before taking on the 
bigger challenges of changing the whole community. We want to empower the students to know that they can be 
leaders in the community and can educate their parents and neighbors about recycling and feel good about it.  
By Dana Askar, Ashley Brooks, Totiana Hairston, and Kylee Petro 
 
 5:50pm HER-A   Pinning Down Media Literacy Skills (Tom Poetter) 
Students will use media literacy techniques to learn to analyze and sift through the images that inform and entertain 
within society everyday.  They will study how the media shapes and impacts perceptions within popular 
culture.  Students will use the popular online social networking website Pinterest to organize and share their research 
of particular, impactful images. 
By Blake Newsock, Mary McCormick, Siyang Zhang, and Tom Schoen 
 
5:50pm HER-B   Is the grass really greener on the other side?  A look into sustainability in today’s community 
(Tom Poetter) 
Our interdisciplinary thematic unit will take a deeper look into the relationships among students, the community, 
and the environment.  Through many disciplines, students will explore current, sustainable practices and their 
occurrences.  A focus will be placed on authentic applications of how to better their world as global citizens.   
By Devon Tuck, Emily Yeater, Jared Haynes, and Kendall Stanley 
 
5:50pm HER-C   Bringing Strings to our Schools (Bonnie McGinnis) 
The goal of this project is to add a string program to our already existing music department, which has band and 
choral programs. Stringed instruments will offer additional opportunities for students, as well as greater access to a 
wider realm of repertoire and musical content. It will also offer greater continuing educational opportunities in the 
community. Finally, adding a string program to our department will allow us to stand out as the premier music 
department in the vicinity.  
By Alex Cucciarre James Hogan, Charlie Poe, and Ryan Steward 
 


